Molecular-dynamics simulations of the transport properties of a single polymer chain in two dimensions.
Molecular-dynamics simulations are conducted to elucidate the critical factors affecting the transport properties of isolated polymer chains in strictly two dimensions. The relevance of surface inhomogeneity is critically examined. We unequivocally find that surface inhomogeneity is critical in obtaining transport behavior consistent with the recent measurements of surface diffusion for polymers adsorbed at the solid-liquid interface. For a systematic investigation of this point, heterogeneity was introduced by decorating the surface with impenetrable elements and we find that chain diffusivity crossed over from Rouse-type behavior to reptationlike with increasing surface coverage of obstacles. This transition in behavior occurred when the mean distance between obstacles is approximately equal to the end-to-end distance, Re, of the two-dimensional chain. Our results underscore the importance of surface disorder (not only literal obstacles but by reasonable extension also to other types of disorder) in determining the transport behavior of chains adsorbed to solids.